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Figure S1. Difference spectrum calculated between clean Ag surface and in the presence of 0.1 

mbar O2 at 295 K spectra (given in Figure 1 in the main manuscript). Sigma orbital energy could 

be one of the * marked feature.  
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Figure S2. Deconvoluted Ag valence band spectra recorded at 295 and 410 K and 0.1 mbar O2 

are shown after normalization. Deconvolution was performed with reference to the binding 

energy reported from an earlier work (ref.35: J. Phys.: Cond. Matter 17 (2005) 2671). Note an 

increase in the intensity of first Ag 4d peak (red color) at 410 K, compared to 295 K. In contrast, 

the O 2p antibonding band at 3.2 eV decreases in intensity at 410 K, compared to 295 K. 

Deconvolution was carried out to quantify the changes (reported in Fig. 2b and 2c) occurring due 

to the temperature and oxygen pressure. A large shift in the oxygen vibrational features also can 

be seen directly, which is discussed in detail in the main manuscript.  
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Figure S3. Valence band spectra recorded with He-I photons on Ag surface as a function of 

temperature at 0.2 mbar O2 partial pressure. Results are shown after normalization. Note the 

metallic character did not change even in the presence of 0.2 mbar O2 and up to 500 K. Changes 

observed at 0.1 and 0.2 mbar O2 pressure at various temperatures (Fig. 2) are very similar. 

Pressures higher than 0.2 mbar is likely to reproduce similar changes; however further studies 

may be carried out to explore the changes in electronic structure. 
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Figure S4. NAP-UPS recorded while dosing oxygen at 0.1 mbar and at 350 and 410 K followed 

by oxygen evacuation. Subsequently UPS was recorded at higher temperatures in UHV shows 

the disappearance of oxygen related features and room temperature spectrum shows the typical 

metallic features at UHV. These observations indicate the reversible changes on removing 

oxygen supply. Normalized spectra are given. It is to be noted that the oxygen (adsorbed and 

diffused into the subsurfaces) is simply desorbed by a simple thermal treatment. Another point to 

be highlighted is the large intensity ratio of antibonding to bonding O 2p character (between 5 

and 11; calculated from the area under the bonding and antibonding bands in NAP-UPS results) 

across all temperature regions. This also directly indicates that the oxygen present on the surface 

is ready to desorb, when the oxygen supply was cut-off and makes the Ag-O2 interaction as the 

unique one 
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Figure S5. Temperature dependent oxygen gas phase spectra were recorded between 300 and 

500 K. No significant change in the BE or FWHM of vibrational features was observed. This 

observation fully supports the shift in BE and FWHM changes observed with oxygen vibrational 

features in the presence of solid surface is due to the exerting of surface potential.  
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Figure S6. Ag 3d core level spectra were recorded at 0.2 mbar O2 pressure at different 

temperatures and plotted after normalization. No significant change in the spectra was observed, 

even though many dynamic changes observed in the VB spectrum under similar conditions (Figs. 

1-4 in the main manuscript). This is partly attributed to the high probing depth of XPS than 

UVPES. The metallic character of the silver surface is largely preserved under measurement 

conditions, as reflected in the Fermi level intensity in Figs 1-2. These observations underscore 

the unique and subtle changes that are occurring on the silver surface under the in-situ 

measurement conditions.   
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Figure S7. Models proposed are shown based on the experimental finding for (a) diffusion of 

oxygen into the Ag subsurface layers and subsequent space charge layer formation; and (b) 

metastable oxide formation. It is speculated that ethylene (alkene) oxidation to EtO 

(alkeneoxide), as well as carbon dioxide occurs on model (a) and exclusive combustion occurs 

on model (b) at high temperatures/pressures. 

Table S1. Table : Binding energy position, FWHM, and percentage ratio of different oxygen 

species on silver surface at different temperatures from 295 K to 500 K (as in Fig. 6). 

 
T / K Electrophilic Oxygen 

(~530 eV) 

Nucleophilic Oxygen 

(~529.4 eV) 

Subsurface Oxygen 

(~528.7 eV) 

-OH oxygen 

(~ 531 eV) 

B.E. 

(eV) 

FWHM (eV) 

(Area %) 

B.E. 

(eV) 

FWHM (eV) 

(Area %) 

B.E. 

(eV) 

FWHM (eV) 

(Area %) 

B.E. 

(eV) 

FWHM (eV) 

(Area %) 

295 K 530.3 1.07 (~41) 529.4 1.07 (~32)   531.1 1.07 (~27) 

350 K 530.3 1.10 (~50) 529.4 1.10 (~29)   531.1 1.1 (~ 21) 

400 K 530.3 1.10 (~23) 529.5 1.10 (~22) 528.7 1.10 (~38) 531.1 1.1 (~ 17) 

450 K 530.4 1.10  (~45) 579.7 1.12 (~33) 528.7 1.12 (~22)   

500 K 530.6 1.12 (~42) 529.7 1.12 (~ 44) 582.7 1.10 (~14)   

 

 


